Shivvers Floor Doors are recommended for use with Shivvers Floor Support Systems only. Shivvers will not warrant the Floor Doors if they are used with other floor supports as there might be a threat to the structural safety of the floor.

It is recommended that a hole be cut in the approximate center of the Floor Door location to check the location of the floor supports. Do Not cut into the floor supports when installing the floor doors as this may weaken the floor.

Find the location for the floor door by measuring from the inside edge of the gearbox basket to the recommended edge of the cover. Mark this location. The distance from the inside edge of the gearbox basket to the edge of the floor door is 36-1/4". Find the plank nearest the center of the gearbox and mark four planks out each direction. Mark out a rectangle 17" long by 15" wide as shown in the diagram below and cut. Lay Frame in place and pop rivet. Fasten down Floor Door using Screws provided.

Follow measurements in Figure 2 on the next page to cut locations for the Hanger Bearing Floor Doors.

A= Recommended Cleanout Locations
B= Access to Hanger Bearing Locations
C= Access to Gearbox Hi-Limit and Horz. Unload
Figure 2.